
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
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(RAILWAY BOARD)

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways

Sub.:-PolicyGuidelines regarding revised maintenance pattern of coaching
trains.

Board (MM, MT and CRB) have decided that following
modifications/amendments· to the existing maintenance pattern of coaching trains.
ZonalRailwaysshould implement these instructions with immediate effect.

Whenever the under-gear examination has been specified after running 2500
kms or 4 days it should be changed to "2500 kms or 96 hours, whichever is
earlier".

The BPC will indicate the validity as "2500 kms or 96 hours, whichever is
earlier" as also the first destination. At the first destination, if such a
train is to re-originate without fresh examination, the Station Master will
endorse the next destination on the BPC, available with the Guard and the
Driver, provided the total distance/time limit from the point of primary
maintenance till the final destination is not going to exceed 2500 kms or 96
hours, whichever is earlier.

Amalgamation of two trains in one rake link could be permitted within the
overall stipulation of "kilometers" and "time". A minimum of 1 hour 15
minutes time should be provided for terminal attention, inside coach
cleaning, watering, etc., at intermediate stations after creating such
facilities as necessary. Nomenclature of such rakes may change from
one train to another. DRMs/GMsshould ensure that the quality of internal
cleaning, etc. is not compromised. This may be done either contractually or by
deputing adequate number of staff with suitable equipment. GMs should also
ensure proper water pressure, provision of high pressure jets, washable apron,
wherever necessary. GMs should develop such facilities at the earliest.



iv) Enroute Examination:

It should mean rolling in examination. It should be done while the train
enters the station at slow speed within the scheduled stoppages. Railways
may propose for installation of line "side hot box detectors to improve the
reliability of rolling in examination.

v) Running of more than one trips of Mail1Expre8s trains touching Primary
Maintenance Depot:

Should be permitted within the overall stipulation of "kms" and "time". The
rake should be given terminal attention (inside cleaning of coach, watering,
ete) within 1 hour 15 minutes, as prescribed in paragraph (iiv above. If the
rake is to remain at the originating point for more than 4 hours, the rake
should be placed in the pit line for watering, cleaning, etc.

So long as the OCVs are part of a Mail/Express/Passenger train, they
should have examination schedule as applicable for that train.

The BPC for Parcel Express trains should be valid for 3500 kms or 10 days,
whichever is earlier. However, isolated OCVs lying in a yard, when attached
to the rake or to a Mail/Express/Passenger train, should be examined before
attachment and suitable endorsement to that effect should be recorded in the
BPC of the train.

Compliance of the above instructions be ensured by all the Zonal
Railways.
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